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EXAMINING EFFICIENCY GAINS THROUGH COMBINING REVEALED AND STATED 
PREFERENCES, AND ISSUES RELATED TO SCOPE WITH CONTINGENT VALUATION 
 An increase in the statistical efficiency for non-market valuation techniques is often 
desired in order to narrow the confidence intervals and provide better policy recommendations 
for resource managers.   This is important to assist the managers in conducting benefit-cost 
analysis for the scare resources at their disposal.  This dissertation examines the gains that come 
from combining revealed and stated preference data, exploring how estimation techniques can 
reduce the variance of a WTP amount.    
This first parts of this dissertation looks at why resource managers would be interested in 
methods of combining Revealed and Stated preference data and measurement of the gains. One 
chapter does this by combining DC CVM with an MNL travel cost study.  The following chapter 
examines the role anchoring can play in DB CVM studies for an onsite user of a beach resource.  
The final part of this dissertation studies the issue of scope in CVM studies through a meta-
analysis.  This dissertation finds that, in organizing the collected survey data, there are low cost 
methods to increase the efficiency of estimators that provide a significant reduction in variance.  
This reduction is critical for the resource manager wanting to examine if the project or policy 
would pass a benefit cost test.  It also finds that the key factors necessary to reflect scope require 
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CHAPTER ONE:  Motivation and Background 
The Manager’s Problem 
The manager’s problem is to determine the optimal allocation of scarce resources to 
competing interests, in a way that maximizes ecosystem goods and services under his 
responsibility.  The manager maximizes the total net present value of ecosystem goods and 
services for a resource.  The manager’s problem is clear when the entire social value of the 
resource is captured by the market or prevailing societal institutions.  If the market fails or the 
institutions are weak, maximizing resource benefits presents a challenge.  If the resource has 
public good attributes, e.g. non-rivalry and non-excludability, then efficient management 
becomes more difficult.    
Economics is a decision science focused on tradeoffs. Resource managers may face 
tradeoffs among valuable ecosystem goods and services, the value of only some of which are 
fully reflected in markets.  The manager needs a mechanism to value the various interests in a 
manner that is reasonable and tractable.  One of the most useful methods of evaluating 
competing interests is benefit-cost analysis.  It allows for a great number of interests and needs to 
be weighed against each other and can provide a common metric of comparison (Freeman 2003).  
Market failures and alternative uses for the resources are outside the focus of this dissertation.  
Examining public goods valuation and how to more efficiently capture the value of the natural 
resources will be the focus of this dissertation.   
There is a need for common language regarding the role of value and valuation so 
ecologists and economists can provide useful information to a resource manager or policy maker.  
Both economists and ecologists understand the interconnectedness of the environment and 
ecosystem services, benefits that come from the environment and provide for human well-being, 
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for maximizing the strengths of each field.  Ecosystem Services directly and indirectly improve 
human well-being, yet they are rarely fully accounted in the economy.  More accurate 
information for the values from nature enables the manager to make better decisions by having a 
more complete understanding the good.  
Viewing natural resources through a lens of capital assets perhaps comes more easily to 
economists, but ecologists also term natural resources as “natural assets” or discuss the value of 
ecosystem services (Dominati, Patterson and Mackay 2010), (Daily, et al. 2009), (Ellison and 
Daily 2003).  Determining the process for environmental valuation requires some understanding 
of the various interests and values under consideration.  Part of the difficulty is the multiple 
meanings that the term value can take.  In order to structure these potentially competing values, 
some common methods and definitions are required.   
It is helpful to first think about from where ecosystem services come.  First, the 
ecosystem has various functions that it performs.  From these functions we then get ecosystem 
services that directly or indirectly benefit people.  Ecosystem functions are connected to habitats, 
catchments, and ecosystems that do not follow political boundaries.  
In order to analyze a problem in a meaningful way, all the costs and benefits of changes 
to the system need to be taken into account and properly evaluated.  The services need to be 
valued and weighed against each other so that a trade-offs can be revealed and the implications 
of management decisions better understood.  After the initial project has been implemented, 
rigorous evaluation needs to be conducted comparing with and without (Carpenter, et al. 2009).  
By mapping the location and flow of the services, we can begin to visualize the services 
and then model those services.  This helps create a good tool for assessing the trade-offs in land 
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cover and land change on ecosystem services. Once that relationship is known, management 
decisions can be made (de Groot, et al. 2010).   
From Ecosystem Function to Economic Valuation 
Another way to think about how ecosystem services work is seen in Figure 1.1.  In that 
figure, a diagram is presented that demonstrates the order from ecosystem production, to 
ecosystem service, and finally valuation method.  
 
Figure 1.1: Flow of Ecosystem Services  
From these production functions, the ecosystem services are produced and both 
ecologists and economists understand that production functions have spillover effects and often 
have less obvious connections.  Framing the conversation in terms of ecosystem services and 
goods can be helpful when thinking about ecosystem valuation.  Both can be defined as the 
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“benefits people obtain from the ecosystem.
1
”  Further investigation of that definition reveals 
that this often refers to the enjoyment or positive aspects from nature.  Ecosystem services are 
often the end product of the natural ecosystem processes.   These benefits include: purification of 
water and air, maintenance of soil fertility, pollination of crops and natural vegetation, erosion 
control of soil, and flood and drought mitigation.  Ecosystem goods are those products that result 
from the ecosystem services.  A few ecosystem goods are: wildlife and fish, plants (for food, 
fiber, or fuel), water, air, recreation, and landscape beauty.    
  To value the relevant goods and services, the researcher needs to determine a few things 
first.  This is partly since as Koopmans pointed out in 1947, measurement without theory 
provides little in the way of useful predictive powers to policy makers (Koopmans 1947).  In 
choosing which project a manager should finance, it is critical that the structure be well defined 
and tractable.  It is advisable that prior to beginning a project, a few questions need to be 
answered to determine the state-of-the-art typology regarding the service: 
 How can the landscape and the ecosystem characteristics be quantified and 
related to their associated ecosystem functions? 
 What indicators and benchmark values will be used for measurement?  
 How can the ecosystem characteristic be mapped or visualized? (de Groot, et al. 
2010) 
The answers to these questions can then help determine the best choice of options to be selected.  
Once we have a clear idea of what is possible, it then becomes feasible for trade-off analysis to 
begin to determine which options are most valued by residents.  This also requires recognizing 
that there are ecological opportunity costs from emphasizing one service provision over another.   
                                                   
1
 Millennium Ecosystem Assessment 2005 
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  Ecologists tend to think of natural resources in terms of the intrinsic value of a natural 
resource having value in and of itself.  The intrinsic value of nature is that the resource has value 
just for existing.  Accordingly, the value of the natural resource is inherent, requiring no 
anthropocentric reference.   Conversely, the ecological value of a resource may be established by 
the choices made surrounding its use or management.   
Economists tend to utilize value in the more instrumental sense of the word, that there is 
some equivalent monetary value of the resource that can be measured or that can provide a 
welfare measurement of utility that the resource provides (Freeman 2003).  The instrumental 
value of nature requires that we have a specific goal in mind of what society wants from that 
resource.  The end goal then allows for a discussion about how the various parts of the resource 
under consideration are utilized or how those other interests tradeoff.  This view of value comes 
from the discussions of neoclassical economic welfare.  The basic premise of economic analysis 
is the increase the welfare of society and Pareto optimality is a litmus test often used.  Pareto 
optimality is the principle that no change should be made that would make another worse off.  
The ‘potential’ Pareto principle underlies BCA. This principle requires that the change is 
economically efficient if the gainers could compensate the losers (those bearing the costs) and 
the gainers would still come out ahead.  
The distinction between intrinsic and instrumental values of natural resources is 
important, but it is also important to recognize where they have weaknesses and the two value 
types are much stronger when combined.  If a resource unit only has intrinsic value then it is 
hard to quantify the tradeoffs that need to be determined when making management decisions.  If 
a resource is only valued for the instrumental value it can provide, and then harm to the resource 
can occur.   
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The differences between the two values can create policy objectives in conflict with each 
other.  This can be seen when considering the inter-temporal aspect of the valuation of ecosystem 
goods.  If the policy objectives only maximize the instrumental facet of the good, it introduces 
the possibility that the present welfare maximization scenario might not have a long enough time 
frame and overvalue current users at the expense of future generations (Harris and Frasier 2002).  
However, only valuing the intrinsic facet could undervalue the immediate and direct value.  
Capturing the Total Economic Value 
Total Economic Value (TEV) is the combined value of use and non-use values that when 
combined provide an estimate of the contribution of the environment to human well being.  Use 
values are often described in one of three ways.  The first is direct values, the raw materials and 
physical products that come from production, consumption and sale of goods or services.  The 
second use value is termed bequest values, the premium placed on preserving resources for 
future use that may have an economic value.  A third type of use value is indirect values, the 
ecological functions that provide life supporting functions that maintain and protect natural and 
human systems.  Non use values include existence and bequest values of a resource, regardless 
of current or future uses.  The direct values and indirect values are more likely to be captured by 
market actions, while option and existence values are less likely to be captured by market 




Figure 1.2. Total economic value framework. Source ten Brink et. al. 2011 Estimating the 
Overall Economic Value of the Benefits provided by the Natura 2000 Network. 
To estimate the TEV, take use values and non-use values and add them together.  
Economic valuation falls into one of two categories: 1) direct market valuation, 2) nonmarket 
valuation.   Each of these two values is useful on its own, though they are not exclusive of each 
other.  Both of these values interact with one another to produce TEV.  The advantage of TEV is 
it allows the manager to explicitly take into account values and benefits that would otherwise be 
undercounted.  The basic management logic from TEV is that ecosystem managers often receive 
few benefits from land uses like forest conservation or watershed protection.  The onsite benefits 
of such stewardship practices are often smaller than what could be provided by alternative land 
use practices.  However, the stewardship practices and conservation measures often have greater 
benefits to those downstream, including, for example, avoided cost for water filtration or flood 
mitigation (Engel, Pagiola and Wunder 2008).  The manager that understands both on and offsite 
effects of his/her decisions can help internalize what would otherwise be an externality.  
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Finding the balance between those two values can be a dilemma but this is where the 
components of TEV can aid the decision maker.  Restoring a resource has a non-use or direct use 
values to current and future generations even if they do not use it. Thus, even though non-use 
value is an instrumental value, it may capture some facet of intrinsic values that ecologists 
emphasize.   
Choosing the best unit of measurement is difficult.  The focus on just monetary values 
from the established markets has the simplicity that monetary values are easily compared and 
added.  If one wants to consider costs from production, things becomes less clear since the 
monetary value from the pollution is difficult to appraise.   
Single sector or single purpose management leads to ecologically “unintended 
consequences” (Tallis and Polasky 2009).  This is a principle that also has a long history in 
economic thought.  Shifting towards a TEV for understanding resource values can assist the 
resource manager to construct a benefit cost analysis of the management problem.  TEV could 
explicitly account for the interconnectedness within the system and recognize the importance 
between many key services and target functions (Tallis and Polasky 2009).   
The first step towards understanding how a manager could conduct a total economic 
valuation analysis of the ecosystem service value of a given resource would be recognition of the 
need for marginal ecosystem service assessments.  Demand curves are marginal benefit curves, 
and these curves are essential in formulating and quantifying the role that ecosystem services 
fulfill in generating human welfare or utility (Fisher, et al. 2008).  It is the amount for an 
additional unit of the good we need to value for ecosystem services.  As the resource becomes 
scarcer, the value ascribed to that source will increase (Fisher, et al. 2008).   
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The economic value of something is a measure of its contribution to human-wellbeing. 
Economic values reflect the preferences and actions of a given society (Brown, Bergstrom and 
Loomis 2007).  It provides meaningful quantifiable analysis that can lend itself to a trade-off 
analysis subject to time and money constraints.  An economic valuation is more likely to be 
relevant and accurate if the ecosystem change being evaluated is small relative to the total 
production or service of the geographic area of interest (Brown, Bergstrom and Loomis 2007).  
Methods for estimating TEV 
To analyze the economic value of protecting a given resource area, there are a few 
methods that could be implemented.  Another option for measuring the value of protecting 
sensitive zones would be to conduct a hedonic study of zones that are in good condition.  This 
would be conducted by examining the sale prices of relevant properties and categorizing the 
riparian zones according to some predetermined scale.  Building the regression model and 
recovering the implicit price of a characteristic reveals information about the preferences for 
heterogeneous goods (Taylor 2003).  This method, however, requires a large amount of data: a 
high amount of information about the various property information entering the regression 
analysis to ensure correct valuation of the value of the attributes that are included (Brown, 
Bergstrom and Loomis 2007).   
Good data that allows for an examination of the marginal changes in ecosystem services 
are needed to get a better idea of the return on dollars invested.  This is where high quality time-
series data on land cover integrated into service valuation would be useful (Fisher, et al. 2008).  
This would also require the explicit acknowledgement of the importance of changes in service 
delivery across various disturbance states.  Another useful source of data would be information 
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relating to service valuations of alternative land use practices.  However, these types of data are 
not as useful since such studies are not as amenable to marginal analysis.   
 If it is not possible to meet the above criteria, alternative valuation methods must be 
sought.  These methods include stated preference studies, where the researcher creates an 
artificial market or scenario gauge a populations preferences, an example would a contingent 
valuation survey where the hypothetical change to the resource good is often framed in the form 
of a referendum.  Other examples are revealed preference surveys where the researcher observes 
the consumer’s activity.  An example is the travel cost survey.  Both revealed and stated 
preferences will be explored in greater detail below and in the following chapters.  
One alternative method to determine the value of a resource is a stated preference study 
to be conducted to estimate the value of increasing such areas.  This could be useful in helping to 
determine the TEV.  By conducting a contingent valuation survey, respondents can help policy 
makers “zero in on a specific ecosystem good or service as long as a realistic payment scenario 
can be posited” (Brown, Bergstrom and Loomis 2007) 
The weakness of such a study is that it can be costly to implement.  Further, the danger of 
a low response rate is always present, thus making out-of-sample predictions difficult.  Along 
with that, the risk of protest responses would need to be handled.  A “casual” contingent 
valuation survey often results in a disastrous outcome, and the contingent valuation is still too 
subjective for its critics (Boyle 2003).  Those barriers, however, are not high enough to exclude 
implementing such a study, just the recognition that it is important to do it well.  Low cost 
methods of improving the efficiency and accuracy of such studies is important, hence a transfer 
of benefits from similar stated preference surveys may be possible.  Once such valuation phase is 
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conducted, it is then possible to conduct meaningful benefit cost analysis that can look at 
marginal changes.     
 Management decisions are not created in a vacuum by ecologists or economists.  They 
develop in specific contexts and respond to specific problems being subject to the differing 
interests of the stakeholders (Engel, Pagiola and Wunder 2008).  They are not even necessarily 
designed by official government agencies (Ostrom 1990).  To monitor the effectiveness of a 
project, it must have a predetermined definition of successful provision of service.  This 
definition can be determined by the relevant stakeholder group or government regulation.  
Empirical challenges to valuation measures are numerous.  One of these challenges is that 
of finding and utilizing the relevant data.  Often managers are driven more by operational rather 
than conceptual issues of how to measure.  The particular environmental or welfare issue of a 
country, the available data, funding options, and which components seem most tractable often 
play a major role in determining what goes into a national wealth account (Hetch 2007).   
A final empirical difficulty in TEV that seeks to account for nonmarket values is that 
while it is possible to construct pseudo markets and conduct a nonmarket valuation study to 
provide a value, those are difficult and costly to implement.  After a survey is done, transferring 
the benefits up to the national scale is difficult since land is very heterogeneous.  The farther one 
goes from the specific valuation study area, the less valid it will be.  At some point an original 
valuation study may be necessary.   
Nonmarket Valuation  
 Valuation as a tool would best be applied in areas where there is a substantial and well 
established group of studies.  Notably provisioning services for food, raw materials and 
recreation is a noteworthy example (Atkinson 2010).  For the first two, they are close to market 
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and often have and may have a commercial parallel.  For recreation, valuation through revealed 
or stated preference has a long establish tradition (Atkinson 2010).   
Nonmarket valuation techniques find values of goods not traded in markets.  This can be 
done either through revealed preference methods or stated preference methods and can provide 
insights into how people value a resource.  After the relevant person or group has been identified 
and the exact ecosystem service benefit has been described, both spatially and temporally, it is 
possible to construct a pseudo market valuation of that resource that can then contribute to 
benefit cost analysis of projects or programs.  While there is some debate about the mixing of the 
market data with nonmarket data in green accounting, it has to be acknowledged that the 
development of nonmarket valuation tools was done with a great deal of critical reflection, which 
has resulted in ever greater sophistication in application, and ever greater scrutiny regarding the 
reliability and validity of the nonmarket values (Atkinson 2010). Both revealed and stated 
preference methods provide similar welfare measures.  
Revealed preference approaches to the valuation of nonmarket goods have a long history, 
going back at least as far as Hotelling in 1947 when he, in response to a request from the 
Secretary of the Interior, started developing what became the travel cost model.  The question 
was whether or not it was possible to value the National Parks.  Hotelling replied that it is 
possible by approximating the value the people assign the parks based on how much they would 
be willing to spend to get there.  That is, if a person is willing to spend the time and money to get 
to a recreation site, then it provides them at least that much value.  The researcher observes the 
behavior and from that infers the value.  The consumer is presumed to be making informed 
decisions under constrained choices, making tradeoffs and determining that the best source of 
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increased welfare would be to visit that particular recreation site.  So the researcher can then use 
travel costs as price of recreation visits and develop a demand curve for recreation visits.  
The travel cost then provides a useful predictive model for visitors, types of usage and 
preferences of the users.  The model requires that a price be constructed from responses on 
visitor travel costs, but some components of the full cost or price may not be observed.  The 
number of trips must be collected through surveys.  There are multiple examples of the travel 
cost model.  The single site is the simplest to implement and is useful for valuing access.  
Though it is hard to value the changes in environmental quality with the single site model, 
typically there is no change in environmental quality.  Multiple site methods are mostly based on 
various implementations of the random utility model, which will be discussed in greater detail in 
the following chapter.   
To conduct a quick travel cost model, the researcher must: 
 Define the site of interest 
 Define the relevant substitute sites 
 Decide if a system of demands is needed (small sets), or a random utility model 
(large sets)  
 Develop a behavior survey tool to learn what the respondent did and how much 
they spent doing it  
 Learn about the relevant environmental qualities or site attributes 
 Estimate the model and interpret the welfare estimates and demand predictions.  
For the resource manager seeking to inform management decisions, the travel cost model 
has many features that lend itself towards a benefit cost analysis and that can provide marginal 
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effects from changes.  If there is a large enough set of substitute sites, information about what the 
effect of the removal of a site would cause can be estimated.   
Stated preferences ask consumers what they prefer or what they think is best.  This 
method has the advantage of allowing for a change in an environmental quality or attribute that 
might not be observable in revealed preference data.  Through the careful implementation of 
survey tools, the researcher can estimate monetary values, the economic effect of choices, or 
ratings of preferences allowing for meaningful measures of value (Brown 2003).  The advantage 
of a survey is that it allows for the introduction of a new good, a hypothetical change or limiting 
the choice set.  They provide opportunities beyond what revealed preferences alone would 
provide (Brown 2003).   
An estimation method for stated preferences is the contingent valuation method.  The first 
step in implementing a contingent valuation study is to identify the change in the good.  This 
change can be either in quality or quantity.  The goal of this first step is to measure the change 
from some baseline, often the status quo, to some new level.  The second step is to then 
determine whose values are to be estimated.  This step is important as it requires the researcher 
to decide if only those with direct use matter or if indirect users of the resource are to be sampled 
as well.  Then the sample mode needs to be determined, followed closely by administering the 
survey.  The final stage is then analyzing and interpreting the data for communication to the 
relevant stakeholders (Boyle 2003), (Brown 2003).   
 Both revealed and stated preferences approaches to estimate economic value using a 
random utility model have advantages and disadvantages.  Speed/ease of estimation, accuracy 
and cost of valuation estimates are important considerations for the resource manager. 
Combining revealed and stated preference methods can allow for the advantages of both, while 
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mitigating the limitations of both as well (Train 2009).  This dissertation will explore further the 
effects of combining these two valuation approaches and how the efficiency gains can be 
captured.   
 In summary, to surmount the theoretical and empirical challenges of incorporating 
nonmarket valuation techniques into policy and resource decisions, we must use the tools 
correctly and within the proper framework for which they were intended.  To that end the next 
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CHAPTER TWO: Random Utility and Choice Modeling 
Introduction 
 How humans make choices is a subject of endless speculation.  It is a topic that is 
addressed in art, religion, literature, philosophy, natural and social sciences.  Decision makers 
and those seeking advice also has an equally long history, the Oracle of Delphi was a place 
where those seeking information or wisdom would go to find answers.  Today policy makers 
often turn to focus groups or surveys to gauge how a policy or program will be received.  In the 
US Presidential election of 2012, the established pundits predicted a close electoral race, while 
the statistical analysis of New York Times blogger Nate Silver predicted a strong lead by Obama 
and correctly predicted 50 of 50 states.  After the election the statistical analysis carried the day 
while the pundits were left wondering what had happened.  
    The resource manager also needs to predict what attributes of a resource or program is 
desired or preferred.  Environmental economists have developed very robust techniques for 
making predictions on what people prefer through the use of what is termed random utility 
modeling.  Originally, it was used by marketers to estimate demand from large aggregate data 
sets, while recent developments have examined individual preference heterogeneity.  Since then 
statistical models have a long history and are useful tools for the resource manager seeking 
information on how incremental changes will influence changes in consumer welfare.  In 
marketing, firms need to make predictions and determine what attributes a population desires.  
The literature on how to gauge population preference is extensive (Louviere, Hensher and Swait 
2000), (Holmes and Adamowicz 2003).  In modeling choices random utility theory has also 
found wide usage in transportation demand studies.  Also, random utility is very helpful in 
ranking preferences or creating an ordinal ranking (Holmes and Adamowicz 2003).  Random 
Utility Modeling is even flexible enough to be used to rank recycling preferences on a college 
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campus (Gebben 2008).  The framework from which the random utility modeling utilizes is the 
focus of this chapter.      
Predicting Choices 
 Economists often theorize about how the individuals (consumers) make choices. These 
behavioral models should be internally consistent (Freeman 2003).  A basic assumption about 
individual choice is that of utility maximization – that is, subject to constraints, consumers 
choose what they prefer.  The choices made by the consumer are goods or programs consisting 
of various attributes that combine to contribute to consumers’ utility (Louviere et al. 2000).  
Attribute based methods of analysis seek to further understand consumer choices in terms of the 
attributes (or characteristics) of the alternatives that are chosen.  It further requires that the model 
used for predictive purposes have some underlying theory.  As has been pointed out in the 
previous chapter, measurement without theory is at best unsuitable for explanation, and at worst 
meaningless (Louviere, Hensher and Swait 2000), (Koopmans 1947).  The theoretical framework 
for this study is based on the Random Utility Theory (Adomowicz and Boxall 2001).   I will first 
lay out the basic underlying principles of random utility and why it is used.  Then, I will move 
into how it is defined functionally.  Finally, I will close with a look at how revealed and stated 
preference data can both be utilized through random utility modeling.     
Random Utility Theory and Modeling 
 The goal in the application of traditional random utility models (RUM) in nonmarket 
valuation is to model consumer choice, whether between, recreation sites (Parsons, Massey and 
Tomasi 2000) or whether they would pay for a given public good.  Modern day travel cost 
models (TCM) and contingent valuation models (CVM) assume a basic RUM model.  The early 
formulation of RUM as a behavioral model followed economists’ theory of consumer behavior.  
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Therefore, preferences are heterogeneous across individuals and unknown to the analyst.  The 
researcher can parameterize those preferences and the distribution of the random factors, thus 
arriving at a model that is reasonably able to describe a population’s preferences (McFadden 
2000).   
Given that the goal is to make predicative statements about what the consumer will 
choose the random utility models is derived as follows.  A consumer makes a choice from the 
given alternatives.  RUT assumes the respondent makes the preferred choice (Holmes and 
Adamowicz 2003), and this choice mimics what goes on in actual markets.  The underlying idea 
of random utility theory is pretty basic.  That the consumer gets utility from some set of 
attributes that a private good or public site provides.  These recreations sites or goods are 
mutually exclusive of each other.  From these alternative choices, the consumer is chooses the 
best.   
The resources are characterized by attributes and a price. As those attributes are added or 
subtracted, or if the quality of those attributes is altered, then welfare estimates are also changed.  
The consumer is then offered alternative recreation sites from which to choose (Hilger and 
Hanemann 2006). 
At its most basic a random utility model, seeking to make a decision based on a program 
or policy attributes has a few basic steps to follow (Holmes and Adamowicz 2003): 
 Characterize the problem 
 Identify and describe the attributes 
 Develop an experimental design  
o This can be either through a state or revealed preference 
 Develop the survey tool 
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 Collect the data 
 Estimate model 
 Interpret the results for policy analysis or benefit cost analysis 
The above steps are useful for nonmarket valuation techniques since they force the 
researcher at the beginning to identify the problem or question being asked.  This then directs the 
following steps in determining what the relevant attributes.  Once the attributes are determined, it 
then becomes possible to determine what design is most practical.  That is, in those situations 
where the non-use or passive value is needed to be estimated, a stated preference design might be 
needed.  However, in those situations where a direct use value is needed, a revealed preference 
design would be most applicable.   This is where the theory is needed for accurate measurement.  
Without a theory leading the design, it is very difficult for the researcher to get results that are 
appropriate and meaningful.   Following the determination of the survey design that is best, the 
researcher must collect the data, and ensure data quality.  This is difficult and requires that the 
survey be field tested and during collection during implementation spot checked as it goes along.  
For a more full discussion of various survey collection techniques the interested reader is 
encouraged to read Salant and Dillman’s How To Conduct Your Own Survey (Salant and 
Dillman 1994).  Once the data is collected, estimation of the model is required, and ideally the 
estimation tool would have been considered prior to the survey’s completion.  That however 
does not preclude for interesting possibilities to arise after the survey is completed.  The final 
step of interpreting the results in a format accessible to policy makers or resource managers is 
critical.    
The platform of random utility theory enables the researcher to utilize the above steps, 
and where appropriate to merge stated and revealed preference data sets.  The model has gained 
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wide usage in environmental settings because of its flexibility and robustness.  Random utility 
theory and models are often used in nonmarket valuation, and discrete choice models.  As such 
they have been used in various forms of travel decisions models, for example, does the person 
take the car, bus or train?  Each choice is a discrete option.  Other common examples of where 
random utility models are used is fishing choices, both recreation and commercial fishing site 
choices.  These studies examine what the particular site a characteristic of fishing ground has that 
helps the respondent choose that area over another (Train 2009).   
 The models have a wide presence in nonmarket valuation.  Choice experiments are also 
common examples of random utility models.  The travel cost model, described in greater detail 
in the previous chapter, can also make good use of the model when the number of alternative 
sites is large enough.  And contingent valuation also employs random utility models. 
 Discrete choice models are generally derived under the assumption of utility maximizing 
behavior (Train 2009).  However, it is worth noting that random utility models can also represent 
decision making made under criteria other than utility maximization.  The model can also be 
seen as a describing the relationship of the explanatory variables to the choice probability, 
without making statement on how the choice was made (Train 2009).    
  Under the assumptions of Random Utility Theory (RUT), the general model of choice 
starts with the indirect utility, U, a consumer is able to obtain which is a function of income I, a 
vector of attribute levels, x, and individual tastes, T.      
U = u(I, x,  T)                           (1) 
  
Respondents are asked to choose between two bundles of attributes, each with a price. Therefore, 
the indirect utility for an amount p paid for an attribute would be: 
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).,,( 1111 TxpIuU                        (2) 
where, utility .1U is a function of 1x  a vector of attributes provided to the consumer at prices 1p . 
The respondents are then presented with two program choices, and were asked to choose the 
program that they preferred. Therefore, the indirect utility associated with the second option can 
be expressed as: 
).,,( 2222 TxpIuU                         (3) 
Therefore, we can assume that an individual would select (be willing to pay
1p ) the 
bundle of goods 
1x  if the utility from 1x  was greater than the utility from 2x  at 2p   
(i.e., 
1U > 2U ). So the probability that a respondent would say Yes when asked if 1x  is 
preferred to







   (4) 
Using the basic approach embodied in (4), we can parameterize the utility functions to 
quantify preferences.  Let utility be given by the sum of observable and unobservable 
components: 
ijijij evu  .                                       (5) 
Where ijv represents the observable portion of utility and ije  represents the unobservable 
portion of utility. With that, we can then modify (4) so that: 
]Pr[)Pr( ikikijij evevyes             (6) 
The observable portion of utility is made up of the following characteristics: 
)( jijij pIxv     ,    (7) 
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where jx  is a vector attributes associated with alternative j,   is a vector of estimable 
parameters,   is an estimable parameter, iI  is income of respondent i, and jp is the price of 
alternative j. 
 Substituting (7) into (6) we can write the probability of a yes answer to a preference 

















It is typically assumed that the marginal utility of income does not change from one 
choice to another. Since the utility of income does not change from one state to another, we can 
then drop the iI terms as in the second line of (8). We can next make the assumption that the 
difference in the error terms is normally distributed allowing for a model that gives the 
probability of an individual choosing alternative j over alternative k : 
)]()([])()(Pr[)Pr( pxepxyes i   ,      (9) 
where is the cumulative distribution function (cdf) of the standard normal distribution, 
assuming that 1 .  Equation (9) can be estimated using the maximum likelihood estimation 
procedure for a probit model.  Due to the discreet nature of the choices,   cannot be identified 
in a probit, so one can take it as if 1  or simply recognize that all parameters are identified up 
to the unknown variance term.  As such, model comparisons that involve parameter ratios are 
fully identified since the unknown variance term will cancel.    
 Random utility can also easily be modeled as a logit if we assume the error term is 
logistically distributed.  If we return to equation (5), the logit model is obtained if we assume that 
ije is independently, identically distributed (iid) extreme value.  This is sometimes called the 
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Type I extreme value or Gumbel distribution.  The density for each unobserved component of 
utility is then: 
 (   )    
       
    
  (10). 
Where the cumulative distribution is  
 (   )    
  
    
   (11) (Train 2009). 
 
The variance in this situation is defined as     .  By assuming this variance it implicitly 
normalizes to a scale utility, for a full discussion of why this happens the interested reader is 
directed to Train’s (2009) discussion of the matter in Discrete Choice Methods with Simulation .  
If we assume that the error terms between alternatives     and     are iid, the     
           .  
Which follows the logistic distribution: 
 (    
 )   
 
    
 
    
    
       (12). 
Equation (12) is sometimes used to describe binary logit models, this model can then be 
extended to multinomial logit models.   
Taking this reduction of the realm of possible site choices down to a manageable set, we 
can estimate the RUM as a multinomial logit.  If we assume that the user can choose from a 
universe of C possible site locations, we can then say that the consumer will choose a site based 
on the following utility: 
             (13) 
where    is a vector of site characteristics at site            , including travel time and cost, 
site amenities and so forth.   is an unknown parameter vector, and    are independent and 
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identically distributed type 1 random variables.  From this we can derive the basic logit 
probability for visiting a given site k in the choice set 
            
        
∑       
 
     
  (14)  (Parsons, Massey and Tomasi 2000). 
The numerator of (14) provides the exponential of the visited site utility, while the denominator 
is the sum of the exponential over all site utilities in the universe of sites.  With the observational 
data on people having visited a given site in the set of C possibilities and characteristics  , the 
logit probabilities are used in a standard likelihood function to estimate the parameters β.   
 Any given individual will then have the expected utility of visiting a site on a given 
choice occasion in the logit model as: 
  ∑                    (15)   (Parsons, Massey and Tomasi 2000). 
Equation (15) is the natural log of the denominator for the logit probability, summed over the C 
sites in the choice set.     
 With these pieces one can then begin to model how an individual chooses a discreet 
option from a finite number of possible options.  One assumes that the individual will choose the 
option that has the most utility relative to the other options available. While it is possible that a 
respondent could be asked to rank the alternatives, this study chose to look at only the first 
preference.  The general form of this discreet choice would be: 
              (16)  (Hensher and Greene 2003).
2 
Where the subscript q is the individual, i is each alternative choice.  The X is then a vector or 
non-random explanatory variables while   and e are random non-observed variables.   
 
 
                                                   
2
 Hensher and Greene include a third subscript t representing the choice situation, this would be 
applicable if data used a choice experiment matrix, this study is using a DC CVM follow-up 
question instead.  
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The RUM model making use of the multinomial logit allows us to let person n gain utility 
from alternative j in situation t and building from that the functional form represented as 
                   where       does not contain any alternative specific constraints, and      
represents constraints not observed by the researcher.   The factors have a mean and a 
distribution around each mean.  The alternative specific constant can be labeled   , and for a 
standard logit model, this distribution around the mean is extreme value with variance        
(Train 2009).      
With the RUM model described, we can now turn to utilizing it in practice.   The 
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CHAPTER THREE: Augmenting Revealed Preference MNL Models with Stated 
Preference Contingent Valuation Dichotomous Choice Data  
Introduction 
The goal of this paper is to explore whether or not multinominal logit (MNL) Revealed 
Preference (RP) data combined with a simple Dichotomous Choice (DC) Contingent Valuation 
Model (CVM) Stated Preference (SP) can provide significant gains in efficiency at a low 
marginal cost.  Taking an RP data set, and utilizing the MNL regression, it is possible to estimate 
how a respondent would alter their choice set based on how they decided where to go.   
The proposed approach has the advantage that this method is simpler for the respondent 
than conducting a full choice experiment.  This method also has the advantage of being less 
hypothetical than varying all the attributes simultaneously.  By focusing on just a few potential 
site choices, the question becomes less hypothetical and also is consistent with the NOAA Blue 
Ribbon (1994) recommendations.    
Background  
As discussed in previous chapters, the need to effectively measure and calibrate the 
preferences of a population requires the resource manager to weigh various interests against each 
other.  At times those interests are in competition with each other at best or at worst are in 
outright conflict.  The use of benefit cost analysis provides a lens to compare what otherwise 
might be apples to oranges. To value the competing interests is important, and in the process of 
creating a useful benefit cost analysis, confidence intervals around a willingness-to-pay estimate 
is often employed.  Now, for the resource manager looking at the upper and lower bounds of the 
confidence interval, a given project would ideally pass at either bound. This is true in a number 
of cases, including situations of uncertainty, and there are times where the parameters of a given 
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project cannot be known due to technical, physical or economic constraints.  The state of the art 
may not be sufficient to provide that certainty.  In such situations providing the upper and lower 
bounds for a benefit cost analysis would is very useful (Freeman 2003).  So, for the researcher 
the goal is to provide a measurement that has as narrow an interval as possible.   
 There are various methods to accomplish that goal - one obvious method in statistical 
analysis is increasing the number in the sample.  However, given that even in survey research the 
interested parties operate under constraints, increasing the total number of respondents is costly.  
Further, increasing the total number might reduce the quality of the data collected, either by 
gaining less information per person or introducing the potential of respondent self-selection.  
Gaining a sample that is representative of the general population takes money and time, and if 
there are methods to gain the same precision in estimates at a lower cost those options need to be 
considered.     
 An alternative method is to increase the information collected from each respondent.  By 
increasing the amount of information provided, it is possible to increase the efficiency of the 
estimators thereby reducing the length of the confidence intervals.  Developing valuation 
techniques which can accomplish that provides the resource manager another tool for analysis.      
More narrowly environmental economics has developed valuation techniques for those 
resources that do not get valued by normal market mechanisms. These non-market valuation 
techniques have become quite common, and the U.S. Government and other policy bodies often 
require valuation information as part of the planning process for new programs or projects.   
As discussed in previous chapters, the valuation of non-market resources often falls into 
one of two categories: Stated Preference or Revealed Preference.  Both categories provide 
information about the underlying preferences for some type of good or resource.  Both revealed 
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and stated preferences have qualities that allow them to function well on their own, and many 
researchers utilize them as distinct models.  Often the two types of information are utilized 
separately from each other, but each has the potential to improve on the weakness of the other.  
The possibility of combining the two methods into a single model has appeal, especially when 
the data for both was constructed through a survey response format allowing for a panel data set.  
The combining of both allows for the stated preference data to add variation to the revealed 
preference data, while the revealed data can ground the stated data in reality (Train 2009).  As 
the amount of information increases in the model, the efficiency increases as well.  The 
combining of stated and revealed preferences has the potential to lower the cost of gaining the 
needed information that the researcher needs to provide the resource manager.  The combining of 
these two sources of information can then help narrow the gap on the confidence interval thereby 
helping the resource manager to have a better idea of at what point the project is or is not 
feasible.  
Various others have explored the combining of stated and revealed preferences (Hensher, 
Louviere and Swait 1999), (Louviere, Hensher and Swait 2000), (Cameron 1992).  Often, 
combining the two is taking a specific type of data, either stated or revealed, and building a new 
model with only a slight change from one of the primary source.  The point is not to create new 
models, rather the goal is to develop a “model and estimation procedure that seem appropriate 
for that particular situation, drawing from, yet adapting, the standard set of models and tools” 
(Train 2009).   Building upon the foundations of stated and revealed preferences, and thereby 
increasing the effectiveness by addressing a specific issue.   
The specific question here is how might a simple dichotomous choice contingent 
valuation question inform the valuation of a river site?  As was discussed in the previous chapter, 
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a travel cost model is a revealed preference model that can be estimated through a RUM model 
(Parsons, The Travel Cost Model 2003), (Train 2009).  Often the resource manager utilizing the 
travel cost model is seeking information about the economic value a recreation area provides.  
Suppose that the resource manager has more than one location he or she needs to manage, but the 
cost of getting to any one site is not significantly different from another site.  For example, the 
cost of getting into a park is fixed, and once in the park all areas regardless of location cost the 
same.  The resource manager might then want to find out if there are specific parts of the park 
that visitors would pay more for or would like a change in some quality.  In this case, the travel 
cost model may only provide a lower-bound on the willingness-to-pay estimate.  If the resource 
manager wants to know if there is a higher economic value, it may be difficult to estimate with 
only a revealed preference study.  Since the travel cost model can only provide information about 
the current state of the resource and consumer surplus as estimated as a function of the current 
amount paid by people to get there, the model is limited in its flexibility.    
In those situations where the resource manager needs more specific information about the 
upper bounds people would pay or what resource alternatives people would prefer, the travel cost 
model is not be able to provide that needed information for a meaningful tradeoff analysis or 
benefit cost analysis.  The needed variation is not present in the data, but a stated preference 
survey would be able to get at those details.  By including a stated preference section in a travel 
cost survey, the researcher can explore if there are specific parts that visitors might be willing to 
pay more for or to consider an alternative list of qualities.  Depending on the format the stated 
preference information might also narrow confidence interval length, or provide a more precise 
measure of the willingness-to-pay.   
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Combining SP and RP 
The combining of Stated Preference and Revealed Preference data has a history dating 
back to when Cameron first (1992) suggested it.  By increasing the information on contingent 
valuation data, the RP data provides data points that are less hypothetical than the SP data.  The 
advantage of combining the SP and RP data is that it allows the RP to “discipline the SP data” as 
Cameron (1992) phrased it.  The combination of the two data sources allows the researcher to 
impose consistency between the two response formats for estimating willingness-to-pay (WTP) 
(Loomis 1997).  This often requires multiple responses from the same individual, necessitating 
some form of panel estimation technique (Loomis 1997).  Further, depending on the survey 
format used, there is a low marginal cost to the additional information.  However, caution must 
be used since the researcher must consider the total cost as well as the marginal cost.     
The travel cost model is useful for estimating the value of recreational uses of a site. It 
mimics the downward sloping demand of a market demand curve and can provide useful insights 
into how a recreation activity would be affected by an attribute change or a policy change 
(Parsons 2003).  To ask a single question regarding a respondent in a referendum style of their 
preferences is often asked in the typical contingent valuation study.  Occasionally, there is need 
for a follow-up question which is dependent on the respondents’ previous answer (McFadden 
1994).  Asking a dichotomous choice CVM question to follow up survey information on a TCM 
survey is not only a reasonable method to gain information but also offers a method to combine 
the two pieces of information.  Since in both the CVM and TCM the price variable would be 
affected, it is a reasonable merging of information.   
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Merging RP and SP through RUM 
Utilizing the RUM model to combine revealed and stated preference data has the intuitive 
appeal of utilizing actual behavior from the former and merging that with explicit policy-relevant 
scenarios not otherwise available except through the latter.  It also has the desired feature of 
restraining unobservable factors of both models to the error terms, suggesting that the error terms 
could be related (Gonzalez, Loomis and Gonzalez-Caban 2008).   
It is possible to normalize the utility to some standard scale Train (2009) goes through 
this in great detail.  Suffice it to say here that the unobserved portions of the error terms in the 
random utility model are set to   and to   for stated and revealed respectively.  To set the 
overall scale utility we set either   or   1 and then make the other equal to the ratio of the 
original scale parameters (Train 2009).  The model can then be estimated from both the revealed 
and stated data, with both sets of data able to be estimated through “stacking” the information in 
a logit type of estimation.     
The specific estimation utilized here is the multinomial logit (MNL) model.  By merging 
the revealed preference data in a MNL and a stated preference dichotomous choice CVM model 
creating a hybrid model.  The MNL - Site choice model of understanding how people make their 
choice based on the TCM model is a very commonly used RP method.  The single dichotomous 
choice question is asked in a standard CVM referendum type question as follow-up.  This 
allowed us to change only the Travel Cost (TC), though in other settings it could be framed to 
lower a single site attribute.   
By merging those two models, it enables the researcher to utilize two very strong models 
and determine if the sum are then greater than the parts.  The resource manager would need to 
know this in cases where an increase in the precision of the willingness-to-pay is needed, or 
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where the cost of getting the same precision from a larger survey would be more than just getting 
respondents to answer one more question.  Getting a respondent to answer a survey is the most 
expensive part of a survey response; the marginal cost of getting the respondent to answer one 
more question is very low, especially if it is a simple dichotomous choice CVM question.   
This study is unique in that it combines the MNL with the single bounded dichotomous 
choice CVM response information.  The revealed preference MNL allowed for a choice of ten 
sites at a given travel cost (TC).  It is then possible to augment that with a dichotomous choice 
CVM question given this new piece of information.  Other studies have combined TCM and 
CVM models (Loomis 1997).  Adamowicz et. al. (1994) suggested using the MNL model with 
multi-attribute Choice Experiments.  Utilizing the MNL with a dichotomous CVM is a unique 
combination of the two, and the utilization of in person data is also different from most studies 
that have looked at these types of hybrid models.  While choice experiment does has the 
advantages of a large amount of information can be fed into the model, the cost to the respondent 
is higher since it can also be more cognitively taxing.  If the resource manger is only seeking 
information on one quality change or price change, then a full choice experiment would be 
unlikely to be the best stated preference format.   
Data 
 The data used in this paper was collected from the El Yunque National Forest in 
northeastern Puerto Rico.  This information was collected during the summers of 2004 and 2005 
as part of a comprehensive study examining the impact of site characteristics in and around 
forest streams. There were over 700 surveys collected in person with a total of 450 that were 
usable.  A large number of those excluded were those persons who responded that the visit to the 
river was not the sole purpose of the trip.  In order to get an accurate valuation, there cannot be 
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multiple reasons for the trip.  It is difficult to separate the portion of a trip spent at the site from 
the rest of the trip.  Inclusion of visits where the river was not the sole reason for the trip would 
violate the assumption that all out of pocket expenses are acting as a proxy price for only the trip 
and nothing else (Loomis, Yorizane and Larson 2000), (Parsons 2003).  The wording of the 
question is in Figure 3.1. 
 
Figure 3.1. Wording of Follow-Up Question 
 This allowed us to then vary the cost across the various sites from $5 to $200.  The data 
was collected on site in the El Yunque National Forrest.  The site characteristics are summarized 
in Table 3.1.  
As you know the price of gasoline often goes up. Taking into 
consideration that there are other rivers as well as beaches nearby 
where you could go visit, if the cost of this visit to this river was $____ 
more than what you have already spent, would you still have come 
today? 
____ Yes ____ No 
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Table 3.1. Site Characteristics of Study Area 
River     
Espiritu 
Santo  Fajardo  Mameyes  
Number of Observations  164  235  593  
Natural and Built Site 
Variables     
Presence of 
Waterfalls     3 of 5 sites  
2 of 5 
sites  
2 of 7  
sites  
Presence of Scenic 
Views     3 of 5 sites  
3 of 5 
sites  
5 of 7 
sites  
Presence of Formal 
Trails     1 of 5 sites  
0 of 5 
sites  
2 of 7 
sites  
 
 The approach for combining the revealed preference MNL and stated preference CVM 
data was to allow the choice set from among 10 sites at travel cost.  Since Puerto Rico is an 
island, it is reasonable to assume that all ten sites are within the respondents’ choice set.  We 
then augment that with SP DC CVM in the following ways.  A Yes response to the CVM means 
the person would continue to visit or select their current site at the travel cost + bid amount.  We 
create another set of site choice observations for these responses,  in which the travel cost + bid 
is added to the revealed preference Travel Cost model for the current selected site, thus building 
a new travel cost variable with greater willingness-to-pay variation for each of our ten sites.  
Since the dichotomous choice CVM questions were asked of visitors to all the sites, we gain 
additional variation in TC for all the sites in the choice set.    
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 A No response would not pay the bid amount and does not provide information regarding 
what other site (if any) would be chosen, because these responses do not create another set of site 
choice options.  Asking if they would visit an alternative site with a lower travel cost would be 
an area for future improvement in the survey collection. 
Results 
 Our primary concern was to look at the improvement in the cost variable.  When 
comparing the TC coefficients, we did see an improvement in the form of a reduction of variance 
and a higher level of significance.  When looking at the gains in efficiency based just on 
variances, there was a substantial amount from just a simple dichotomous choice CVM question.   
 The variance was reduced from 0.0127 for just the RP cost coefficient, to 0.0023 for both 
the RP and SP cost coefficient.  The length of the confidence interval of 95% for just the RP data 
is from -0.0224 to -0.248, a length of 0.0023.  While the 95% confidence interval for the 
combined data is from -.0096 to -0.0100, a length of just 0.0004.  These are summarized in Table 
3.2. 
Table 3.2 Results of Models 
   Conclusions and Implications 
We see the gains provided by a simple and low cost follow-up question to travel cost 
values.  This additional piece of information helps to better calculate the surplus values of a 
Model Travel Cost 
Coefficient 
Std. Error T-Statistic Weighted Average 
of Consumer 
Surplus 
RP only -0.0236 0.0127 -1.86 *    -3.33 
RP & SP (DC-
CVM) 
   -0.01 0.0023    -3.41 *** -10.98 
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recreation area and provides a narrower bounds to aid policy makers or resource managers.  
Given that the largest cost in a survey data is often getting the respondent to participate in the 
survey, gaining one more piece of information though a dichotomous choice question would be a 
worthwhile use of the researcher’s time and energy.  While a full choice experiment has the 
appeal of just that much more variation of the attributes and responses from a respondent, the 
marginal cost might be prohibitively high for the respondent.  Thus, avoiding the perils of 
diminishing marginal returns in the survey design needs to be observed.  
The other advantage of this method is that it provides a less hypothetical scenario since 
only a single attribute is being altered which in this case is a higher cost.   With just a single 
alteration in the scenario, the statistical efficiency went from 10% to 1% significance level.  The 
gains in statistical efficiency likely outweigh the costs of an additional survey question.  These 
gains then provide a more full insight into tradeoff analysis, allowing the resource manager to 
better allocate the scare resources like time and money where they can be best allocated.   
In addition, with the knowledge of what the upper bound is on a resource, it can help 
expand the discussion of what the economic value is of a resource since it no longer is limited to 
just the lower bound that would have been provided from just a revealed preference travel cost 
study.  Expanding the discussion of value to look at the losses of that might be incurred by the 
population by an entrance fee increase can demonstrate who in policy changes who would be 
most affected.   
Policy makers might find research results that take the best attributes of RP data 
combined with SP data to be of more use than their separate parts.  The sum of the two working 
together provides a more efficient assist for estimation of WTP values.  This could be of 
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particular value when conducting a benefit transfer study.  If there are other areas or studies that 
have relevant data, an augmented estimate would likely provide greater accuracy.  
Obtaining more information from the “No” responses would also be an area for 
improvement.  This could be as simple as asking either what alternative site might they visit or 
what other activity would they choose, or would they simply stay home and opt out of the 
recreation. 
The times when such a revealed and stated preference study would not be encouraged are 
those situations where the resource manger is not interested in the change of a quality or price 
change.  If the manager is seeking information only about the lower bound valuation estimate 
from direct use, then a stated preference question from people not enjoying the site would be of 
little value.  Further, a purely revealed preference study into the existence or indirect value of a 
resource is infeasible.  A study exploring the change in a resource attribute quality is much more 
suited to a stated preference format.  The merging of the two types of data in either of the above 
would play off the weaknesses of both formats, rather than trying to build on the strengths of 
both.  
In this instance the combining of both types of data provided a more precise estimate of 
the value that would be lost in case of an increase in price to visit a recreation site along a river 
increased.   The resource manager looking to increase the efficiency of the estimate can with a 
simple dichotomous choice question gain greater insights into the estimates of consumer surplus 
loss from an increase in price.  At much lower cost than would have been required for a similar 
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CHAPTER FOUR: Is the Bias-Efficiency Estimation Tradeoffs in Double Bounded Choice 
Less Pronounced Using Visitor Survey Data? 
Introduction 
Part of the manager’s predicament when investigating different management options is to 
consider alternative states is often quite impractical through revealed preferences.  The 
estimation of preferences for consideration of changes in quality that is needed for decision 
making is often simple not present in a revealed preference format.  One method for eliciting 
preferences for different quality levels is through a stated preference (SP) survey.  The advantage 
is that it allows the researcher to pose a question framed in a manner to evaluate the world as it 
might be. SP methods involve eliciting responses from people, often in the form of ordinal 
rankings or choice sets for a given list of options.  An SP model might ask respondents how 
much they would pay to restore a watershed area that would result in a clearer lake.   
 A stated preference approach allows a researcher to value attributes as well as situational 
changes.  As such it allows the researcher to examine a range of ecological impacts (Louviere, 
Hensher and Swait 2000).  One specific type of stated preference method is the continent 
valuation method (CVM).   Modern CVM studies utilize a referendum style of questioning to 
minimize strategic behavior since the format appears to induce individuals to reveal their true 
preferences or values (Louviere, Hensher and Swait 2000).  This property of the CVM allows for 
a tradeoff analysis so that the manager can weigh alternative plans and options that might not be 
feasible using only a revealed preference format.   
Economists began using contingent valuation when Robert Davis collected surveys to 
gauge the value of big game hunting in Maine (Boyle 2003).  According to Boyle, this marked 
the beginning of surveys used for nonmarket valuation (Boyle 2003).  The recommended method 
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of CVM is a single-bounded (SB) discrete choice (DC) offered in the form of a referendum 
response mechanism (Boxall, et al. 1996).  The credibility of that format was enhanced by the 
NOAA Blue Ribbon Panel (NOAA 1993) recomendataions.   
The referendum style of CVM has much in its favor.  Not least is that it reflects what a 
consumer would often face in the real world.  An example could be a referendum on a ballot 
initiative or other take-it-or-leave-it market situations.  The method requires a binary choice, and 
has the advantage that since it often only requires a respondent to consider only one good or one 
change in the attributes (Brown 2003), it is not very cognitively taxing.  The willingness-to-pay 
(WTP) value found in a CVM study is often quite similar to a travel cost study, and can provide 
information not otherwise possible.   
The single bounded model with its incentive compatible framework has at least one 
drawback; it is somewhat inefficient in gathering information.  That is, since the respondent has 
only one price that he or she faces in the format, the researcher needs to ask a larger sample size 
to get a WTP estimate with a narrow confidence interval.  The older method of asking an open 
ended “How much would you pay question?” does not have the incentive compatible nature of 
the binary take-it-or-leave-leave-it referendum format.   To address this issue, one option is to 
extend the potential of the CVM format through what is known as the follow-up question or 
double bounded CVM study.   
Research has shown that the double-bounded and interval models are statistically more 
efficient than single payment dichotomous choice questions (Albernini 1995). The role of the 
dichotomous choice double-bounded contingent valuation method in recreation valuation has 
been an important estimation tool since the publication of “Statistical Efficiency of Double-
Bounded Dichotomous Choice Contingent Valuation” (Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen 1991).  
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A Google Scholar search on the paper resulted in 8933 citations of the paper.   Considering that 
the median citation of articles from the AJAE in 1991 was three (Hilmer and Lusk 2009), it has 
clearly had a large impact in the field of resource valuations.  However, past studies have also 
shown the potential of starting point bias between the first bid amount and second bid amount in 
the follow-up WTP questions can lead to respondent uncertainty about the actual bid amounts 
they are paying (Herriges and Shogren 1996). The respondent might question whether or not the 
quality of the good is still the same at the new bid amount.   
Exploring the advantages of the double bounded format is the interest of this chapter.  
How can the researcher provide an increased efficiency to the CVM format, without increasing 
the cost of the survey exorbitantly?  If the same level of precision can be provided through a 
double bounded method, at a lower cost than it would be a useful means to provide a resource 
manager information about what a potential quality change might provide.   
Background  
The simple take-it-or-leave-it format of the single-bounded dichotomous choice can only 
provide a single bound on the respondents’ willingness-to-pay. This therefore requires a larger 
amount of respondents to get a precise estimate (Herriges and Shogren 1996).  The extension of 
asking a follow up question to the initial bid amount was first proposed by Hanemann (1985).  
These double-bounded questions provide more statistical efficiency to the welfare estimates 
derived from CVM studies (Roach, Boyle and Welsh 2002).  However, these gains in efficiency 
come at a cost.  The double-bounded response is more taxing on the respondent than the single-
bounded dichotomous choice question.  To achieve the same level of precision that the double 
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bounded (DB) estimation offers usually requires the use of a larger sample size from a single-
bounded (SB) question (Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen 1991).   
The trade-offs between the statistical efficiency gains of the double-bounded modeling 
method against the biasing effects of the second question must be considered.   As Kanninen 
notes, this boils down to a bias versus efficiency debate when choosing between uses of the 
double-bounded and single-bounded dichotomous WTP question format. From a statistical 
perspective, the concern relates more towards the magnitude of variance for the estimated WTP 
than a point estimate, since the length of the confidence interval indicates the degree of 
uncertainty for the estimated welfare benefit (Kanninen 1995).   
When trying to increase efficiency of a model, one area of concern with the DB model is 
starting point bias.  Starting point bias refers to the iterative nature of the double-bounded 
dichotomous choice format (Herriges and Shogren 1996).  Ideally the first bid amount acts only 
as a useful tool to begin the estimation process.  The second bid continues the narrowing down 
process, determining the respondents’ WTP.  In other words, the start point does not influence 
the final WTP of the respondent or act as an “argument in the respondents’ utility functions” 
(Boyle, Bishop and Welsh 1985).   The final bid should signal to the researcher the Hicksian 
compensating or equivalent surplus of the good or service being valued (Boyle, Bishop and 
Welsh 1985).  However, the starting bid can act as a signal as to what “should” be paid (Herriges 
and Shogren 1996).  That trade-off between bias and efficiency requires consideration.   
Previous investigations have looked mainly at either household data or simulated data 
sets.  Cooper and Loomis (1992) utilized household surveys from 10 WTP estimates for 
example, while Kanninen (1995) utilized simulated data to examine the effect that starting point 
bias could have.  This paper differs by examining the potential starting point bias of surveys 
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collected on-site.  Most past studies utilized passive users of the resource while our respondents 
were active users.  The advantage of the on-site survey implementation is that it lowers the 
hypothetical nature of the good.  Presumably if the respondent is on the beach that is being 
valued, they have a clear idea of the good under consideration.  There is likely to be much 
greater household preference uncertainty toward passive use values of distant resources than 
visitors would have toward a recreational resource they have visited repeatedly.  
Statistical Modeling 
Since CVM studies employ binary variables, it is required to use a statistical model 
appropriate for a discrete dependent variable.  These models have been utilized in various other 
fields of economics such as labor. Such models were first developed in the field of biometrics 
where a stimulus was applied and the result observed; logit and probit models are the two 
primary examples (Hanemann and Kanninen 1999).  CVM environmental studies typically 
involve describing precise changes in environmental goods or services.  This makes the 
reliability of CVM studies dependent both on the accuracy of information presented and on the 
understanding of the information (Boxall, et al. 1996).   This is another reason why the use of 
onsite visitor data might make a difference as a direct user ought to be more familiar with the 
recreation site.   
Inherent to all econometric estimators is the need to balance the gains of efficiency with 
the biasing factors while still maintaining useful precision in estimates.  The choice of which 
estimator to use is often determined by a matter of statistical properties of the potential variables 
informed by economic theory. The relevant statistical properties refer to the level of 
unbiasedness, efficiency, and precision (Greene 2008) a given estimator has.  The researcher has 
to balance the gains in efficiency against possible increases in bias by choosing a particular 
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estimation method over another.  Further, if the decrease in precision is to such a point as to not 
be reliable or useful to policy makers, it would indicate that an alternative estimator ought to be 
utilized.  From a statistical standpoint, we should be interested more in the magnitude of variance 
of the estimated for a willingness-to-pay study than the magnitude of bias from the estimated 
willingness-to-pay (Kanninen 1995).  It is the confidence interval around the point estimate that 
determines how much variance a point estimate has.   
Thus, the DB model can overcome a poor bid design by giving the researcher a second 
chance to provide information about their WTP whereas the SB model only provides the 
researcher one chance.  This feature of the DB model increases the robustness of what might 
otherwise be poor bid designs compared to an SB model (Kanninen 1995).  By increasing the 
amount of information provided by a follow-up question, the confidence interval is narrowed 
reducing the variance of a WTP estimate because information is added to the overall model.     
Theory and Modeling 
The first objective is to investigate whether or not the DB-DC CVM applied onsite for 
use value of a resource also suffers from an anchoring or starting point bias.  In most CVM 
studies that employ some form of bidding game, the respondent is first asked, either in person or 
on the phone, if they would be willing to pay some initial bid amount.  If the respondent is 
willing-to-pay, then the enumerator updates the information by asking if the respondent would be 
willing to pay an increased bid amount.  If the response to the initial bid is in the negative, the 
enumerator asks if the respondent would pay a lower amount.  The researcher can then use that 
information to estimate a Hicksian Compensating or Equivalent Surplus for the item under 
consideration (Boyle, Bishop and Welsh 1985).   
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The hypothesis is that the single bound interval WTP estimate lies between the two 
bivariate probit estimates of WTP values.  Furthermore, the study hypothesizes that there will be 
less “starting point” bias or influence of the first bid amount on the response to the second bid 
amount when visitors are asked their WTP.  In this study, the on-site nature of resource valuation 
might also lower the starting bid since the experience of the direct benefit of the resource could 
better assist the respondent in judging WTP for that resource.  This is due to the fact that the 
visitors have more well established preferences for the recreation site which they have frequently 
visited.  The standard double-bounded model of Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen is also known 
by the statistical technique used, which is the interval method.  It offers the greatest amount of 
increased efficiency with the least amount of ambiguity regarding preferences (Haab and 
McConnell 2002). 
The interval data model operates with the assumptions that the respondent works under a 
single WTP value.  The actual value is found through information that the respondent provides; 
the second question is thus updated with information from the first question.  Therefore, the 
correlation between bid amounts one and two are equal to one.  This is in contrast to the bivariate 
model of WTP measures. The bivariate model allows that the respondent might have two WTP 
measures.  In other words, if the respondent’s exact WTP values could be observed, then the first 
response could predict a linear and unbiased estimate of the second value, subject to random 
response variables (Alberini 1995). The seemingly unrelated bivariate probit model of estimation 
is often used for estimation of double-bounded estimates. 
Statistically, CVM models can be modeled along nominal or ordinal scales.  In general, 
they can take on a finite number of values which can then be indexed.  For i observation it will 
take on a particular value that can be represented as a function such that: 
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  {            }                   (1) (Hanemann and Kanninen 1999) 
where    represents the bid on that occasion and    represents the covariates that describe the 
subject, and γ is a vector of covariates estimated from the data (Hanemann and Kanninen 1999). 
            After the statistical estimation of the CV is accomplished, useful modeling then requires 
that it satisfy the economic role.  This necessitates the modeling, and questions provide 
meaningful economic information.  This is often accomplished through designing a model that is 
consistent with models of economic utility (Hanemann and Kanninen 1999).  
            If we assume that a respondent has some underlying utility function that can be defined, 
then we can build up a representation of that function.  Under the assumptions of the Random 
Utility Theory (RUT), the general model of choice starts with an indirect utility, U, a consumer 
with income, I, a vector of attributes, x, and individual preferences, e.  We can then form the 
function: 
                  (2) 
In the single-bounded CV study it involves asking the respondents if they would pay a given 
amount of money, B, for an amenity or improvement to quality for some good.  The probability 
of a “yes” or “no” response can then be represented as: 
                      (3) 
                  (4) 
where        is some statistical distribution function with parameter vector θ (Hanemann, 
Loomis and Kanninen 1991).   This statistical model can then be interpreted as a utility 
maximization response within a random utility context where G is the cumulative density 
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 (Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen 1991). 
 
The double-bounded statistical distribution, however, is more complex. A new consideration is 
that there are two responses, and the second response is contingent upon the first.  Thus there are 
four possible responses, (a) yes to both, (b) yes to the first, no to the second, (c) no to the first, 
yes to the second, and (d) no to both.  The likelihood of each response can be represented as    , 
   ,    ,    , respectively (Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen, 1991).  Continuing to follow the 
model set out by Hanemann, Loomis and Kannimen, then the term   
   represents the second bid 
amount for a “yes” first response, and the term   
  represents a “no” response to the first bid 
amount. 
Utility maximization theory still allows building up a probability distribution for these 
cases. In the first one, we can model the probability as: 
         
      {                
        }  
   {         |  
        }   {  
        } 
   {  
        }        
    .  
(Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen 1991). 
The statistical efficiency gains from the double-bounded CVM come from the additional 
information that is provided by the follow-up question, narrowing the range of the maximum 
WTP. We can build the probability function as follows: 
     ∑ {  
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 )    
  
           
       
  
  
     (     
 )}  (Hanemann, Loomis and Kanninen 1991). (5) 
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The statistical efficiency gains from the additional information are important. However, 
in this work it must be kept in mind that by increasing efficiency of the model, we may be doing 
so by accepting a higher amount of bias in the respondents. This biasing effect comes from the 
possible confusion or frustration on the respondents’ part after being given a set price and then 
being asked if they would pay more or less for the same good. While that is the mechanism of 
auctions (raising or lowering the price until a purchase is made), that is not the intended design 
function in a CVM study.   
To think of it more in terms of just WTP, the view the true vales as follows, where    and 
   are the first and second bid amounts respectively: 
1.      WTP     for yes – no responses 
2.      WTP     for no – yes responses 
3. WTP      for yes – yes responses 
4. WTP      for no – no response 
The more general model then helps to understand the action that the double bounding takes.  It 
helps the researcher to estimate the actual areas where the values for WTP lay.     
Hypothesis 
I tested the hypothesis of consistency between responses to first and second bid amounts 
assumed by the interval model.  This was done by testing whether or not the correlation between 
the response to the first and second bid amounts as estimated from the bivariate probit model is 
equal to one. That is Ho: r=1 vs Ha r<1.  
Data 
The survey data is from a 2009 in-person and on-site survey conducted in Puerto Rico. It 
is presumed that the respondents are familiar with the resource being valued as they can not only 
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see the resource but can also touch it.   In the survey, each respondent had two questions in the 
survey regarding the value of the beach: an initial random bid amount and a follow up bid 
amount, along with standard socio-demographic questions. 
 If the response to initial random bid was “Yes,” the follow-up bid = (2*initial bid 
amount).  Conversely, a “No” response leads to a follow-up bid = (initial bid amount/2).  The 
initial bid amounts were from $5 - $150.  The bid amount was in addition to the amount that was 
paid to travel to the beach. Of the 660 survey responses, 657 were usable for this analysis.  Three 
surveys had to be purged due to enumerator error in recording a “zero bid”.  This error was 
noticed on the first day of survey collection and fixed on subsequent days. 
The starting point bias is also referred to as an anchoring effect: if one person offered 
someone else a price of $X, why should he now have to pay $X + 2X?   
In most previous literature the follow-up question was asked at the household level.  An 
issue that has arisen in the literature is the effect that anchoring might have on the follow up bid. 
Herriges and Shogren (1996) point out respondents combine the prior WTP value provided by 
the first bid, thus anchoring the WTP. They model as: 
        and                   





Table 4.1. Results from testing gains of alternative models. 
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(0.079699) 
0.015 
        -0.00693 
 (0.00099) 
0 
Standard Errors in Parenthesis  
 In this analysis, we reject that the null hypothesis of the correlations between the BVP 




 BVP equations is 
approximately 0.32, with a standard error of 0.08. This is very different from a correlation of 1 
between the two equations that the DB model assumes is present when it estimates a single 
constant and bid coefficient.  This implies that even for respondents who visit a given site there 
is a marked difference between the WTP for first bid and second bid.  This is surprising since 
one might expect that experienced users have a clear idea of the good being valued relative to 
household surveys.  This could indicate that the shift is intrinsic to the DB model.  As Carson 
points out, if the good was possible to be purchased at $25, then paying $50 would be ridiculous 
for the same good.  Additionally, if it was $50, then how can the good have equal quality at $25?  
 We used a double bounded logit model.  As expected, the confidence intervals show the 
DB logit with the shortest length. In Table 2, the WTP’s are reported.  We see that that there is a 
reduction in the variance from including this second piece of information as a means to increase 
efficiency.  However, an improvement in the point estimate or improvement in the stability of 
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the mean WTP does not necessarily provide evidence that anchoring is at work (Herriges and 
Shogren 1996).     
We accept Null Hypothesis of WTP SB=BVP(1st Eq)=DB,  while we reject Null 
Hypothesis of WTP BVP(2nd Eq)=DB.  There is a difference between response to the first and 
second bid, even for those who visit the sites. This is interesting because the interval median 
WTP does not fall halfway between the two bivariate probit estimates, but it is closer to the 
higher WTP than the lower.  The median WTP for the double bounded logit does not fall 
halfway between the bivariate probit.  There is a marked difference in the upper end of the WTP 
curves of the Bivariate Probit models & the DB, suggesting that differences in Mean WTP could 
be substantial.  
In figure two, we see the shape of the WTP curves plotted against the probability of a yes 
response.  The steepness of the Bivariate Probit 2
nd
 Equation is worth noting.  It likely indicates 
that there is something intrinsic about the second bid that causes a “NO” response.  This would 
not be expected if dollar amounts are held constant.  For example, 20% of respondents would say 
“NO” to a first time bid amount of $50, and 50% would say “NO” if that same amount was the 
second bid.  This likely indicates some level of anchoring at work in the model.  It could be that 
respondents just do not like that second bid amount if they have already been provided a prior 
bid, either higher or lower.  The marked difference between upper end of WTP curves for the 







Table 4.2. Confidence Intervals From Different Models 
MODEL RESULTS    
LOGIT  BIVARIATE PROBIT  
BINARY LOGIT 90% CI's 1st EQ  90% CI 
Upper Bound  $    67  Upper Bound  $ 68  
Median WTP  $    59  Median WTP   $ 60  
Lower Bound  $    52  Lower Bound  $ 52  
DOUBLE BOUNDED LOGIT 2ND EQ  90% CI 
DB LOGIT 90% CI Upper Bound  $  41  
Upper Bound  $  52  Median   $ 28  
Median   $  47  Lower Bound  $ 11  







Figure 4.2. Comparison of WTP Curves under different models 
Conclusions 
 Finding that there is a difference in the WTP values based on if it is the second or first 
bid, determining that there is a shift in WTP from the first to second bid, all indicates that the 
shift could be intrinsic to the DB model.  This could be due partly to the fact that the second bid 
amount has endogeneity (Cameron and Quiggin 1994).  The second bid after all is often one half 
or two times the original bid amount.  Another possibility is that the respondent is updating his or 
her information based on the previous bid amount offered; somehow inferring that that amount is 
the “correct” amount.    
 There is also a marked difference between the first and second response to the bids by 
respondents who visit the recreation site.  This is surprising as one might expect that experienced 
users would have a firmer idea of what their WTP would be relative to household surveys.  
Although the follow up question provided an increase in information, and the resulting reduction 
in variance is useful, questions about the model still remain.  
 It would be worthwhile to explore how this shift might be mitigated in future surveys, 
particularly if the efficiency gain from the DB model is valuable to the researcher.  One possible 
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avenue of exploration might be to test whether or not smaller follow-up bid amounts also exhibit 
a substantial shift in response.  This could be carried out perhaps by asking a portion of the 
respondents one follow-up bid amount, while asking another portion a smaller change in the 
follow-up bid amount.    
 The efficiency gains from the double-bounded dichotomous choice CVM are very 
substantial and offer researchers the potential of communicating better information to policy 
makers.  As we see in Table 2, the double bounded interval model provides a 90% WTP 
confidence length of $9.00, compare that to the single bounded logit or the bivariate probit 1
st
 
equation lengths of $15 and $16 respectively, and we have greatly reduced the variance.  For the 
resource manager desiring to keep make sure the benefit cost analysis would pass at either end, 
the double bounded model provides the best result.   
In addition to that efficiency gain, since the marginal costs of asking one extra question is 
low after the respondent has agreed to answer a survey, abandoning the DB format would seem 
foolish.  That said, the effects of anchoring do need more study and consideration for useful 
estimation to ensure the model’s weaknesses are understood and overcome.   
 Environmental economists need to utilize all the tools that are available in order to be as 
effective as possible.  As the requirements for more resource valuation continue to increase, 
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CHAPTER FIVE: Scope Sensitivity in Contingent Valuation: A Meta-Analysis  
Stated Preferences, Contingent Valuation Tests and Background 
 Stated preference studies have to pass a number of tests.  One test is what is termed the 
validity test, in a nonmarket valuation context it is checking if the estimated value measures 
theoretical construct under consideration.  Does the measurement provided accurately reflect the 
value under consideration?  The surest way of verifying that a CVM study passes the validity test 
to compare the values with actual purchases, but in the nonmarket context that is nearly 
impossible, particularly since the estimation is taking place because of the lack of a direct market 
example.  Given that difficulty it is often needed to examine three parts of what go into provide 
validity in a study.  Criterion, construct and content validity are all pieces that go into the validity 
test of a CVM study.  Criterion validity refers to the comparison of stated preference values with 
other values.  For example, a referendum vote compared to a controlled experiment where the 
participants actually pay for the good under consideration (Brown 2003).   
 The construct validity examines how the measure under consideration relates to other 
measures under consideration.  For instance, if a travel cost study for a resource provides a value, 
does a contingent valuation study provide a similar value for that resource?  Construct validity 
also examines how theory predicts certain variables relate to the expected relationship measure 
of the good.  For example, how income relates to variables thought to influence willingness-to-
pay.   
 The third part is content validity.  This takes a different approach from criterion or 
construct, content asks if the survey tool itself is asking the needed question and getting the 
needed responses.  Content validity asks if the questions are clear and unambiguous, are the 
statistical functions correct to the problem at hand and correctly implemented.  The payment 
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mechanism meets the expectations of being realistic and credible.  Those pieces need to fit 
together to create a CVM study that is valid and provides a reasonable valuation.   
 To conduct a good contingent valuation study certain steps need to be taken.  The data 
collection methodology and order was discussed in previous chapters.  One critical step in the 
data collection process is selecting the data collection mode.  The most common method is the 
mail survey, though the in-person survey is advocated by the NOAA Blue Ribbon panel (1993) 
as the optimal method.  Phone surveys are often used as well, and mixed mode surveys are also 
used (Boyle 2003).  Each mode has their relative strengths and weaknesses, not the least of 
which is the relative costs of implementing each (Boyle 2003).    
 Once the relevant population and mode is determined, the sample size is needed with the 
corresponding response rate to achieve the needed level of precision.  Once that is done, the 
researcher needs to estimate the content of the information of the survey; this includes describing 
the good to be valued and the payment mechanism.  Before going to the field, pretesting the 
survey is critical to ensure that respondents and researcher are valuing the same goods.  Once all 
of that has been accomplished, then the survey can be implemented.  Final step is analysis of the 
data and communicating the results to the relevant persons.  The reader interested in a more 
detailed description of each step is encouraged to read Boyle’s 2003 “Contingent Valuation in 
Practice”.  At the end of the research, the preferences of the people should have been clearly 
communicated in a way that is consistent and provides meaningful information.  
 After the researcher has presumably accomplished correctly the above steps, the survey 
meets the three validity tests, is the value found in a CVM study meaningful?   Some critics of 




 Within the realm of contingent valuation (CV), a survey method to model respondents’ 
preferences, most often for environmental goods, a discussion has been going back and forth 
regarding the scope of the results found.    
Scope refers to the idea that a CVM study should reflect the theoretical predictions.  So if 
more (or less) of a good is provided, there should be an increase (or decrease) in willingness-to-
pay for the good.  The idea is that a “good survey will show respondents are sensitive to 
significant and show substantive differences in the public good” (Haab and McConnell 2002).  
One result from the Exxon-Valdez oil spill and the resulting controversy about the validity of 
CVM studies is that scope criterion.  A more full discussion of that is talked about in “Valuing 
Environmental and Natural Resources” by Haab and McConnell (2002). 
Economic theory dictates that more of a desired good leads to greater consumer utility 
and thus providing greater economic value (Heberlein, et al. 2005).  The NOAA panel (Arrow et 
al., 1993) recommends that any CV study ought to pass a scope test, following rational 
expectations and real marketplace activates.  The concern that CVM studies are insensitive to 
scope arose in 1986 when Kahneman presented a graph pointing out that the willingness-to-pay 
(WTP) for cleaning up all the polluted lakes in Ontario was the same as cleaning up all the lakes 
in Muskoka, a small part of Ontario (Carson 1997).  Since Kahneman is respected in the field, 
his critiques were taken seriously.  Carson (1997) in a rebuttal points out that respondents were 
expressing an ideological value rather than an economic value.  A study will be said to have 
passed the scope test if two levels of the good have differing WTP values that are statistically 
different and concur with the expected direction of change.   
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“Sensitive to significant and substantive differences” (Haab and McConnell 2002), part 
of the controversy regarding CVM is that people have conducted studies where respondents are 
willing to pay the same for 10,000 or 100,000 additional birds in a fly way.  Economic theory 
would predict that if WTP is linear, there should be about 10 times more WTP for the additional 
birds, however no significant difference was found.  But given diminishing marginal utility, 
WTP is likely to be nonlinear and increase but at a decreasing rate. How fast WTP should level 
off is an empirical question and one that may vary with the initial baseline quantity of the good 
and the amount of the increment or decrement of the good offered in the survey.   Is the failure to 
find scope an indictment of the whole field of study, or is there something else at work?  This is 
an important aspect of CVM since it lends itself to content validity.  While that is a purely 
theoretical concern, it does have importance on a number of levels.     
  For the CV study to hold influence it must meet above three internal consistency checks 
some are common to the stated preference tests listed above and the third is unique to CVM.  
Smith (1996) lists these as: 1) the choices should be responsive to the scope or amount of the 
good being offered by the respondents, 2) the CV study should pass the construct validity test, 
that is, the survey needs to be put together in such a way that the relevant economic factors are 
accounted for, and 3) CV studies should find significant differences between goods that are 
generally agreed to be different (Smith 1996).  This paper will seek to explore the variation in 
tests of scope in Contingent Valuation (CV) studies.   
The wide variety of studies done has shown that CV studies can be surprisingly sensitive 
or insensitive to scope or scale depending on the information presented (Brown and Duffield 
1995).  The effect of information provided on the sensitivity has been termed the part-whole 
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valuation effect by Mitchell and Carson (1989), or the embedding effect by Kahneman and 
Knetsch (1992).   
This also relates to the “part-whole” or “embedding effect” that can arise in scope tests.  
That is, if a respondent would be willing to preserve one part of a ecosystem, economic theory 
would indicate that they ought to be willing to pay more to preserve the whole ecosystem.  Yet at 
times respondents would pay more to preserve a single species than a whole ecosystem.   This 
distressing result has caused the researchers to question the usefulness of the whole CV method.  
Embedding effects can arise from either a flawed survey design, or from the inability of the 
respondent to distinguish the parts (Boyle, Desvouges, et al. 1994), (Schulze, et al. 1998).  
Desvousges et al (1993) provided the example of a) 2000, b) 20,000 or c) 200,000 birds 
being prevented from being killed, where the WTP for those widely different values was only a) 
$80, b)$79, and c) $88. This did not show significant differences in WTP, nor the satisfactory 
sample validity and reliability requirements one would hope for (Desvousges, et al. 1993).  
However, it should be noted that Boyle et al (1994) pointed out that while the numbers can be 
seen as large; there is also the issue of percentage changes. The largest number is less than 2% of 
the total bird population.  This perhaps indicates that at the margin the respondent is telling the 
researcher how much they would pay which just happens to differ insignificantly across the 
board.  These features do not need to correspond with irrational economic behavior (Ojea and 
Loureiro 2009). Determining what is going on is a problem for the researcher not the respondent.     
 The issue of insensitivity to scope can be described as a “weak test of economic theory” 
(Veisten, et al. 2004).  Understanding why respondents provide the same WTP for a given set of 
goods of significantly different value size, leads to the question of the accuracy the value 
provided.  Lack of such sensitivity is termed embedding at times.  Economic theory would 
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suggest that if someone was willing to pay something to obtain a certain environmental good, 
that person would also be willing to pay more to obtain more of that good (Pouta 2005).  
However, that assumes that the utility gained from the resource is linear.  If the good exhibits 
diminishing marginal returns, meaning it is a nonlinear function, then the significant gains in 
utility would come from the first few units of the good provided.  Additional units would not 
provide as much utility as the initial increase, so testing for sensitivity to scope through a linear 
function would provide misleading results. 
Another area where scope issues arise is in what can be termed the part-whole issue.  
That is, the researcher sees a good as a single item while the respondent views the good as two 
distinct items.  This can occur in environmental economics when joint-production from an 
ecosystem service occurs (Carson 1997), (Pouta 2005).    Since ecosystem services often contain 
joint production functions, survey design that is weak in the area of construct validity would 
likely be subject to such concerns.   
 Insensitivity to scope violates the rational choice behavior that is axiomatic for 
neoclassical economic theory.   Such assumptions lead to the assumption of non-satiated utility 
theory that WTP should be higher for a ‘higher number’ than a ‘lower number’.  It also follows 
neoclassical theory, which would predict a higher price would be paid for the whole set of goods 
than the subcomponents that go into the good.   Various explanations have been offered as to 
why scope insensitivity arises in research.  It could be as Carson and Mitchell (1993) argue that 
design flaws are the primary reason for scope insensitivity.  The insensitivity is a result of poor 
survey design or problems while implementing the survey.  A poorly designed or explained good 




 Economic theory also provides insights into why there could be scope insensitivity.   One 
such example would be the argument of diminishing marginal values.  That is, restoring or 
preserving the first unit of the resource would have a strong value, while additional unit(s) of the 
resource would have positive but lower per unit values.   When that is the case, it would be 
required to have a baseline scarcity of the resource to build from in order to test the level of 
scope sensitivity (Veisten, et al. 2004).  There is also the mental model of a joint product in that 
the researcher might see the goods as additive or increasing; the respondent sees it as only a 
whole unit regardless of how the researcher wishes the respondent to understand the good 
(Schulze, et al. 1998).    
 A similar example would be the effect that income effects have on a respondents’ scope 
sensitivity.  The respondents’ have a limited budget, and as such their spending is constrained.  
So when they are asked to pay a hypothetical amount in a bid design, respondents are still 
expected to pay a limited WTP and that value would hold when asked to value another good as 
well (Veisten, et al. 2004).   
 Embedding effects can result from a variety of sources.  The argument is made that there 
is a moral satisfaction to giving towards a cause or good.  That satisfaction then declines quickly 
once the initial amount is offered (Schulze, et al. 1998).  Thus, if an individual chooses to 
preserve a single species in an ecosystem and does so, giving more towards that ecosystem does 
not have as much value as making that first bid.    
 Another reason for why critics of the CV method argue that insensitivity exists because 
of the hypothetical nature of the format.  Respondents will always express a similar WTP across 
similar goods.  Critics argue that what is being measured is a ‘warm glow’ or altruism effect of 
stating that they would contribute to the good, regardless of the scope (Pouta 2005).  Regardless 
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of the environmental good, respondents have a certain amount that they would contribute, testing 
the WTP of people wanting to give to a good cause (Smith 1996). 
Testing for scope sensitivity has been done internally within subjects, as well as 
externally between subjects (Pouta 2005).  Internal tests examine the WTP of the same subject to 
pay for differing amounts of a good, while external tests between subjects use split sample 
survey designs as recommended by Arrow et al (1993).  A scope test requires people to be 
willing to pay more for a progressively larger amount and less for a smaller good (Smith 1996).   
In order to investigate whether most CVM studies exhibit scope or not, and what survey 
design features lead to scope I undertake a meta-analysis of past CVM studies that have tested 
for scope.  
Methods 
 
 Why use meta-analysis?  It is a concise method of quantifying a diverse set of results into 
a single study.  As Stanley (2001) pointed out, meta-analysis reveals unexpected results and 
ordering to areas “infused with controversy” (Stanley 2001).   Meta-analysis was first proposed 
in 1976 by Glass as a method to study evidence across empirical studies.  The use of meta-
analysis dates back to its first usage in medical literature as a means to examine a large number 
of studies that have potentially inconclusive results to determine if a conclusive result could be 
found.  The use of meta-analysis as a tool was resisted at first by the medical profession who 
preferred to rely instead upon more traditional clinical trials.  Economists also have been 
reluctant at times to adopt the results of meta-analysis since they could be mixing the results of 
“good” studies with those of the perceived “bad” studies. However, no less an august body than 
the American Statistical Association supports the use of meta-analyses, even when based only on 
small samples (Hunt 1997).  The use of meta-analysis in an economics realm began in 1989-
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1990 when Stanley and Jarrell (1989), Jarrell and Stanley (1990), and others began utilizing the 
technique.  Nelson and Kennedy (2008) point out that one-half of 140 studies in the 
environmental area have been done since 2004, so meta-analysis is a growing area of research.   
Stanley (2001) provides a table of examples of how meta-analysis has been utilized in 
economics. The list covers things as divergent as benefits of endangered species (Loomis and 
White 1996) to union wage premiums (Jarrell and Stanley 1990).   
Meta-analysis was first proposed in the 1970s as a method for systematically providing a 
quantitative summary of evidence across empirical studies.  Applications of meta-analysis in the 
field of economics began in the late 1980s (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  In medical studies it has 
been found that use of a meta-analysis can provide clarity.  When multiple studies provide 
different answers, and combined through the meta-analysis framework, a clear answer is then 
presented from the numerous different studies (Stanley 2001).  
 An environmental or natural resource economist would likely want to use meta-analysis 
to quickly summarize the values from various environmental studies for many reasons. First, 
meta-analysis could be used to determine the combined effect size from the numerous studies 
available.  A second reason might be to determine the size of the wide variation in effect size 
from study-to-study or examine the causes of heterogeneity in the samples. Based on the results, 
suggestions for the improvement of primary data collection or model specification techniques 
would be provided.  A third reason to conduct an environmental meta-analysis is to provide an 
in-sample estimate of predicted values of the dependent variable under a particular set of 
conditions.  Fourth, an out-of-sample prediction might be desired as part of a benefit-transfer 
application.  The EPA has characterized meta-analysis as the “most rigorous benefit transfer 
exercise” (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  Fifth, meta-analysis can be used to summarize the results 
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of a single study that produced multiple estimates (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  Additionally 
meta-analysis can be used when time and money constraints are an issue.  Meta-analysis can also 
be useful when a preliminary analysis is conducted to determine whether or not further 
investigation is warranted since collecting primary data is a time consuming and costly process.  
It also serves as a useful check on primary data estimates, to ensure that the value found is 
consistent with other work in the same field.   
   There are multiple possible goals to be accomplished by a meta-analysis (Nelson and 
Kennedy 2009); and they need not be in conflict with one another.  One objective is to provide a 
“combined” estimate of the effect size, another objective is to discern the often wide study-to-
study variation in effect sizes.  Out of sample prediction can also be utilized, along with that 
benefit transfer is often at its most empirically rigorous when done through meta-analysis 
(Nelson and Kennedy 2009).   
To date, a number of different tests have been conducted to determine of scope sensitivity 
is present in the researchers study.  To our knowledge there has not been a recent study looking 
at the scope sensitivity through a meta-analysis. The most recent found was conducted in 1996 
by Smith and Osborne.  They looked at only 5 studies that used similar methods to examine 
visibility changes at National Parks (Smith and Osborne 1996).  That paper is unique since it 
only used 5 papers it is felt that expanding the number of studies wider may provide more 
insight.  Most research on the scope issue has been limited to extensive literature reviews, and 
finding that to date the results are inconclusive.  This would present the opportunity for deeper 
and more quantified study of what causes sensitivity or lack thereof in the contingent valuation 




To test for factors that influence the presence or absence of scope a data set was 
constructed.  The first stage in conducting the test was an internet and database search for CVM 
studies that tested for scope, culling from various searches of studies that have utilized CVM and 
tested for scope, while looking at studies that examined environmental resources.  Future 
research might be profitable to expand the search to include CVM studies that looked at other 
goods.  However, ensuring that the model would be tractable was critical.  
Since the scope variable is the variable of interest, it was chosen as the dependent 
variable.  A study could fail, have mixed results, or pass the scope test.  In those studies that 
reported different subsamples, if the reason for a “mixed” result was two subsets, the subsets 
were broken apart and then treated as a “pass” or “fail.”   
Data and Methods 
 To closely examine the issue of scope in CVM, search of the literature found articles that 
utilized CVM to examine environmental resources and to test for scope.  Limiting the search to 
only environmental goods helped ensure that the same variable was being compared – that is 
apples were being compared to apples.  Of the approximately forty studies found a few were 
from the same article, and were separated into distinct studies.   
The choice was made to limit the study to published articles since there are numerous 
articles that pass, fail and present mixed results for the scope test.  Since the strength of the 
analysis is partly dependent on the strength of the data, and peer reviewed publication is the gold 
standard, limiting the study to published data seemed reasonable.  While this does depart from 
the recommendation of Stanley (2001), it follows the Nelson and Kennedy (2008) point that low 
quality primary studies are likely to have increased heterogeneity and therefore are reasonable to 
be omitted.   
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In searching for the potential sources, extensive literature searches were done, making 
use of sources like google.scholar.com, Web of Science, and JSTOR.  The key words used were: 
environmental, economic, nonmarket valuation, contingent valuation, scope, and resource 
valuation.  From the articles that then came up, I narrowed it down to articles that did scope tests.  
Also, those papers that were found to be useful often cited other papers that I then tracked down 
for inclusion where possible.  The complete list of papers is shown in Appendix A.      
The chosen dependent variable is the scope variable.  This follows the recommendation 
of Stanley (2001) that choosing the most logical summary statistic should be a common and 
comparable metric.  Here all the studies utilized either report one of three outcomes with regard 
to scope: Fail, Mixed, or Pass.  Coding that followed the common protocol of Fail = 0, Mixed = 
1 and Pass = 2.  Of the 42 distinct data points, there were 14 that failed, 18 that passed, and 10 
that showed mixed results.  Those studies that had a “mixed” result where possible were 
separated out between the part that passed and failed. Because of the coding of the dependent 
variable, ordered probit is appropriate as the statistical model.    
The independent variables chosen to examine were sample size, mode, passive use and 
year. All the studies were provided a measure of Hicksian surplus, and if the study provided 
information. If the study provided information from both a revealed preference and stated 
preference result, only the stated preference information was used.  While using the WTP values 
has, at first glance, some appeal, its usefulness is limited in this situation since the various 
natural resource values are so different. In addition the potential endogeneity exists because 
whether or not a study passes or fails depends on the WTP, and it is captured in the dependent 
variable of if the study passes or fails the scope test. Therefore the choice was made to not utilize 
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that variable.  In addition not every study reported the exact way the sample was split, so 
establishing the relevant numbers would not have been practical. 
It was also tested to see if active users of the resource versus passive users of the resource 
were found to make a difference in the determining the presence of scope or not.  Active users 
were assigned a 0, while passive users were assigned a 1.     
The final two hypothesis tests are on if year of the study and if sample size will be 
positive and significant.  The calculation of year value is taking the current year and subtracting 
the date of publication from that.  For example: a study published in 1997 would have a year 
value calculated as: 2012 – 1997 = 15.  
For sample size, the underlying assumption is that an increase in the number of 
respondents increases efficiency and would lead towards a higher sensitivity to scope.  The null 
hypothesis would be that the coefficient on sample size is equal to zero, the alternative would be 
that it is not.   









Table 5.1. Code Sheet 
Variable Coding Numbers 
Scope 
Fail = 0 
Pass = 2 
Mixed =1 
Fail = 14 
Pass = 18 
Mixed =10 
Year Value 2012 – Year = Value 
Mean = 15 
Standard Deviation = 8.85 
Min = 1 
Max = 32 
Mode 
1 = In Person 
2 = Mail 
3 = Phone 
4 = Mixed Mode 
1 = 10 
2 = 17 
3= 8 
4 = 5 
Sample Size Reported by Studies 
Mean = 570 
Standard Deviation = 389 
Min = 69 
Max = 1678 
Passive Use 
0 = Active 
1= Passive 
Active = 13 
Passive = 29 
  
Since meta-analysis is a combination of multiple empirical studies, the characteristics of 
the studies are unlikely to be exactly the same in each setting. The sample sizes are likely to vary 
from study to study, a method of dealing with the varying sample sizes is critical. To account for 
the “effect size” a common metric needs to be devised.  Stanley (2001) points out that originally, 
effect size was defined as “the average outcome of the treatment group minus the average 
outcome of the control group, divided by the standard deviation of the control group.”  Effect 
size then allows for different and diverse studies to be compared directly on the same scale 
(Stanley 2001).  Conversion to a standard normal scale that is not dependent on the degrees of 
freedom from the tests is critical to develop a meaningful meta-analysis.  
Due to different primary sample sizes, different sample observations, and different 
estimation procedures, effect-size estimates are likely to be non-homogenous.  Effect estimates 
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with smaller variances are more reliable. When these variances are known, the modeler can 
account for this and provide a better estimate.  However that is rarely the case in practice (Nelson 
and Kennedy 2009).   
 When combining different studies with various mechanisms of collecting and measuring 
information, the issue of sample heterogeneity is introduced.  The varying effect-sizes from 
primary studies are “not all estimating the same population effect” (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  
Controlling for this heterogeneity can be resolved in a number of ways.  One method would be to 
throw out studies that are of low quality with particularly poor data or methodologies (Nelson 
and Kennedy 2009).  Though given that often the reason for a meta-analysis is a lack of primary 
data on a given area or value, the researcher might not have the luxury of disregarding studies 
even those of poor quality.  Stanley (2001) would recommend erring on the side of inclusion 
rather than exclusion. Since this study looks very narrowly at the scope test and how authors 
have defined how the study passes or not, as many studies as practical were included.   
Another way to control this heterogeneity would be directly through meta-regression.  
Typically through the use of dummy variables for potential sources of heterogeneity (Nelson and 
Kennedy 2009), these dummy variables are then able to control for variables like income, 
location, and time period.  If the sample size permits, meta-analysis on more homogenous 
subsamples is also a good method of controlling for heterogeneity.   
A second less common method of controlling heterogeneity would be to model the 
sample population effect-size as random draws from a distribution.  Thus each study then is 
utilized as estimating a different population effect size (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  This is 
often known as the random-effect-size model.   
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To summarize, when examining different population sizes, the analysis should address 
the heteroskedastic nature of the data through the use of appropriate econometric techniques.  
These methods could include weighted least-squares, multilevel models, and panel data methods 
(Nelson and Kennedy 2009).   
If the researcher suspects that the effect-sizes are correlated, due to research using the 
same public data, time-series data issues, or two or more values reported from a single study, 
then steps need to be taken to control the correlation.  When correlation is present and OLS is 
used for the regression analysis, robust standard errors are critical for inference.  If a panel data 
set is constructed, random-effects estimation has many advantages and should be used unless a 
very strong case can be made against its usage (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).  When grouping 
values together from a number of primary studies to develop clusters or panels, the grouping 
criterion is often not obvious.  To show sensitivity to specification, empirical results from several 
relevant stratifications of the data should be reported (Nelson and Kennedy 2009).   
Following that, several specifications of the models was tested. The regressions were 
carried out in Stata 10.  Modeling a simple ordered probit model, not controlling for the author 
effect was utilized, shown in Table 2.  To control for the author effect, a regression analysis 
utilizing a random effects ordered probit model with author as the identifying variable.  That 
model is presented in Table 3.  Finally a model was run that tested to see if the NOAA Blue 
Ribbon publication on how to conduct CVM studies had an effect.  This is coded as 1 if study 
was done before the NOAA panel recommendations and zero after.  This is presented in Table 4.          
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Table 5.2, Ordered Probit 
 
Variable Coefficient Standard Error Z Prob > Z  
Year 0.0688 0.0401 1.71 0.087 
Sample Size 0.0004 0.0004 0.83 0.408 
Passive Use -0.0619 0.3864 -0.16 0.873 
Mail 0.2612 0.4488 0.58 0.561 
Phone 0.0511 0.5214 0.10 0.922 
Mixed Mode -0.1318 0.6095 -0.22 0.829 
N=42. Likelihood Ratio   (5) = 0.97 Prob >   = 0.9652.  Pseudo   = 0.0452 The 
baseline of in-person was used. 
   
Table 5.3, Random Effects Ordered Probit 
Variable Coefficient Standard Error Z P > Z 
Year  0.0864 0.2190  3.93 0 
Sample Size -0.0049 0.0022 -2.15 0.032 
Passive Use -4.3175 1.4256 -3.03 0.002 
Mail  14.9547 3.1997  4.67 0 
Phone  4.0884 2.7257  1.50 0.134 
Mixed Mode -7.4068 2.4099 -3.07 0.002 
N=42. Likelihood Ratio   (6) = 19.72 Prob >   = 0.0032.  The baseline of in-person was 
used. 
   
Table 5.4, Random Effects Probit with NOAA Effect 
Variable Coefficient Standard Error Z P>Z 
Year 7.7253 2.6992 2.69 0.007 
NOAA Blue Ribbon -29.3795 12.9046 -2.28 0.023 
Sample Size 0.0088 0.01839 0.48 0.630 
Passive Use -7.2231 9.7103 -0.74 0.457 
Mail 48.3062 9.2360 5.23 0 
Phone -0.7352 10.8232 -0.07 0.946 
Mixed Mode 18.1241 503.9057 0.04 0.971 
N=42. Likelihood Ratio   (7) = 25.01 Prob >   = 0.0008.  The baseline of in-person was 
used. 
 
Examining the ordered probit model, the Pseudo    value for the overall model is very 
poor, and none of the variables proved significant.  Not controlling for heterogeneity indicates 
that there is a lot of noise that cannot be accounted for. 
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The random effects ordered probit model is significant; however some of the results are 
surprising.  Year is significant and positive, meaning (recall how Year is coded as the difference 
from 2012) older papers had a greater likelihood of passing the scope test.  Sample size is 
perhaps the most troubling result, as an increase in sample size should reduce the variance of an 
estimator and the WTP and hence increase the likelihood of passing the scope test.  Yet here our 
results seem to indicate that an increase in sample indicates less probability of passing the scope 
criterion. 
The final model while significant, likely suffers from a high degree of multi-collinearity. 
This is indicated by the extremely high coefficient values, and that Year and the NOAA Blue 
Ribbon dummy are related.  The switching of sign on Sample Size, Phone, and Mixed Mode 
variables all indicate high correlation of those variables.  The older the study, the more likely it 
was to have been published prior to the NOAA report.  An attempt to run the model without the 
Year but including the NOAA Blue Ribbon dummy variable was made, but the model failed to 
converge. 
These three regressions indicate that modeling quantitatively for scope through a meta-
analysis is very sensitive to the model chosen.  Ideally the results would be more robust to 
model.   The most reasonable model specification is one of the two random effects ordered probit 
models, most likely without the NOAA Blue Ribbon dummy variable.  The random effects 
models contain controls for heterogeneity, and the ordered probit is correct for the issue of an 





In examining the issue of scope there is little that can be said conclusively.  In this 
quantitative analysis of various studies that look at environmental resources, only one model 
provided results that indicate what would be a significant contributor to scope sensitivity. There 
are few significant variables that indicate what would lead to a particular study passing, or what 
would indicate a study failing, and none that are robust to model.  By limiting the meta-analysis 
to those studies that were published in peer-reviewed journal articles, presumably the studies 
were conducted within the bounds of accepted standards of CVM survey collection methods, 
thereby meeting the critical survey validity tests.       
Mode in the random effects probit model without the NOAA Dummy was significant.  
Phone was never significant while mail was in two of the models.  However, in contrast to the 
NOAA Blue Ribbon Panel recommendation, it seemed that mail is a better method of detecting 
scope than in-person surveys.  Mail may work better because the respondent can see visually by 
the use of maps and graphs the different proposed changes in the amount of the resource or the 
increment, and hence responses may be more likely to be sensitive to scope.  By the scope 
criterion, it seems that it is possible to fail the scope test regardless of what mode you utilize.  
While there are other reasons for preferring the in-person interview method, the CV method need 
not be viewed as weaker even though collected through alternative modes. This could be an 
indication that mail is actually better than an in person survey.  The in person survey may cause 
the respondent to provide what they think the enumerator wants to hear, while with a mail survey 
there is no such action.   
Somewhat surprising is the impact of sample size.  It either has no impact, or it has a 
negative impact for detecting scope.  This could indicate that as long as there is a sufficiently 
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representative sample, more respondents will not necessarily help promote scope sensitivity.  
Again, there are other reasons for wanting larger sample sizes that relate more towards 
narrowing of the confidence intervals for a given estimate.  However, it would seem that when a 
sample is large enough to be representative, sample size does little in the way of contributing to 
passing the scope test.   
For the researcher having to weigh the costs of in-person survey collection against higher 
response, or low cost methods like phone or mail, these results would indicate that based on the 
scope criterion, mail may be the preferred mode.  This frees the researcher to base the decision 
more on the needed statistical benefits of the different modes instead. 
This brings us to examine the recommendations of Smith (1996) which is that one of the 
three critical tests of CV studies is that they pass a scope test.  While it would be ideal that 
respondents respond with a WTP that increases with as quantity or quality of resource, stated 
preferences can be hard to estimate.  It is possible that respondents are willing to pay for the first 
unit, and they either see the following units as joint-production goods (for example, preserving 
the first butterfly species will also help preserve the next 4 butterfly species).  It is also possible 
that there is poor survey design.  Future research might be able to discover whether poor survey 
design is the culprit by examining the grey literature and utilizing this literature as a proxy for 
“bad survey design”. However, even within the realm of published literature with “good survey 
design” that utilized the Dillman Method or in-person survey, scope insensitivity is a possibility.   
It may be that the sensitivity to scope just depends.  Scope sensitivity is not a sufficient 
condition for a completely valid CV study, so the reason why the converse would be true should 
be suspect as well.  Thus our understanding of what are the key factors in designing a CVM 
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CHAPTER SIX: Closing Thoughts 
 
To assist the manager in weighing different interests, it is often needed to have some sort 
of measure of value.  When a quantitative measure of value can be incorporated into a benefit 
coast analysis it becomes much simpler for the manager to allocate scare resources to where they 
can make the most impact.   
Recognizing that the price signal in markets is quite powerful, simulating that signal in a 
nonmarket setting also has great potential.  How the nonmarket data is gained and organized 
provides the lens by which the values are examined.  The work here demonstrated that there are 
ways of gaining a more efficient estimator for a relatively low cost to the researcher.  It has also 
shown in examining the scope issue, that there are multiple issues that a CVM study needs to 
clear, and scope is perhaps not the best litmus test.  
In the second chapter we saw that a combination of TCM with a DC CVM question 
increased the efficiency for the estimation of the cost estimate.  Recognizing that often one of the 
most difficult parts of a useful study is getting people to respond to a survey, a single question 
tacked onto a travel cost survey is both feasible, and not overly burdensome on the respondent.  
In seeking to provide useful information for policy makers, the researcher needs to consider 
ways to increase the amount of data, while being mindful of the burden being placed on the 
respondent.  Further, a simple follow-up question as was used in this instance provides a less 
hypothetical scenario, as it only changes a single attribute.  While choice experiments are quite 
powerful, they still need to be used in a relevant context. 
The third chapter explored the difference in respondents to the first and second bid 
amounts for a follow-up bid amount in a CVM study.  It was found that there is a shift from the 
first to second bid amounts.  This is perhaps intrinsic to the model.  The respondent is learning 
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and updating his information as it is presented, trying to determine the “correct” price.  The 
unexpected result is that onsite and in-person did not alleviate this result which is often observed 
in household surveys.  The gain in efficiency is still present and quite useful; this is not 
surprising as more information is provided.   
The fourth chapter examining the scope effect in meta-analysis found inconclusive 
results.  There was no single variable that indicated a study passing or failing across models.  By 
limiting the meta-analysis to the studies that have passed the peer-reviewed standard, it seems 
that scope issues may receive more ink than is warranted.   
Primarily this work has shown that increasing the amount of information in a study does 
increase the efficiency of the estimates, and a single extra question or a combining of SP and RP 
data can provide that needed information.  The researcher seeking to improve the quality of their 
CVM study could be more productive gaining additional information from respondents rather 
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